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Welcome to Penrice Academy, a school to be proud of. 

We are committed to providing the highest quality teaching and 
learning for all our students. As an Outstanding school we maintain 
the highest of standards in all aspects of school life. Lessons are 
engaging, the support is amazing and the opportunities are endless. 

Penrice is not just about exam success. We know that all students 
benefit from a broad and varied education, so we offer sport, art, 
catering, drama, trips abroad and at home, and much, much more.

Please come and meet us and, more importantly, speak to our students 
about their experiences of their school.

Mr Richard Baker
Principal



On behalf of all the students at Penrice Academy, we would like to say a big hello and welcome to our school.

Penrice is an outstanding school both inside and outside of the classroom. 

There is something for everyone and we are given the opportunity to excel on the sports field and on the stage, in 
clubs and on councils, in the classroom and the Ten Tors. In short, we are given the chance to fully embrace life at 
secondary school.

It is a real pleasure to represent the students as Senior Prefects. Penrice always strives to do its best for students; 
helping them to grow academically and as individuals. We have both had a fantastic range of experiences so far and 
are sure that your sons and daughters will enjoy their time here as much as we have. 

We loved seeing the new Year 7 students on Transition Day - so excited, enthusiastic and confident and we’re really 
looking forward to spending time with them as they start the next chapter of their lives at secondary school.

Daisy Devlin and Benjamin Evans
Head Boy and Head Girl

 The Senior Prefects: Owen, Benjamin, Sam (Back Row) Evie, Daisy and Bella (Front Row)



Develop Curiosity

Learn Deeply

Understand Widely

Outstanding Teaching and Learning

At Penrice Academy we offer an academically challenging curriculum that demands the very best from our students. All 
students will leave Penrice with a broad and balanced range of qualifications that meet the Progress 8 measure. 

Our curriculum offers the flexibility to tailor option choices to personal strengths and career plans. We have a wide range 
of option subjects from Catering to Product Design and Photography to Computer Science. 

Teaching and Learning is about preparing our students to be successful in their lives beyond Penrice, whatever their 
strengths or weaknesses. Lessons are 75 minutes long, allowing scope for interactive learning and time for one to one 
coaching. Teachers plan challenging and engaging lessons that allow students to gain a deep understanding of subjects. 

We provide numerous learning opportunities outside the classroom, from creating art installations and competing on 
the track, to taking part in Future Chef and taking on personal challenges, such as Ten Tors and the Duke of Edinburgh 
scheme.
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MAble

Alongside supporting all students, here 
at Penrice we recognise the importance 
of challenging our most able students. 
Our innovative MAble (Most Able) 
programme does just that. 

We aim to instill academic rigour, with 
a life-long love of learning. By teaching 
students in a creative and inspirational 
way, we open their minds to independent 
thought; the power of language through 
debate; and the ability to critically 
analyse both their own and other’s work.   

Excitement and engagement are at 
the heart of the MAble ethos, and as 
such we run a wide range of events 
and learning experiences for our 
most able students. This year they 
include the science of rollercoasters in 
partnership with the education team at 
Thorpe Park, Macbeth with the RSC 
and workshops with top universities 
including Cambridge.

Our goal is to build on the huge exam 
success of this year’s MAble students 
and ensure that your children achieve 
results which open doors to their futures.



Transition

We have a well-established programme which makes the transition from Primary to Secondary school as smooth as 
possible. Working closely with our Primary colleagues, through a number of visits by the Head of Year, SENCO, Pastoral 
Manager and current Year 7 students, we learn as much as possible about each and every child. Additionally, we meet 
with parents, pupils and professionals whenever a transition to Secondary school is likely to cause particular challenges. 

The Head of Year 7 uses the detailed information gathered to create tutor groups balanced in respect of ability, friendship, 
gender and individual need. During the Summer Term, children spend two Welcome Days at Penrice. On these days 
they meet their new tutor group, spend time with their Tutor, sample taster lessons and get a ‘feel’ for their new school 
prior to their arrival in September. Parents and students are invited back for one evening to meet Tutors and Senior Staff.

On our Welcome Days and throughout the first year at Penrice, each tutor group is accompanied by two Year 11 Tutor 
Prefects who are on hand to support them, to help them navigate the Academy and to ease any worries they may have. 
Student feedback tells us that Year 7 students really value the input of older students who have been in their shoes.

Primary Taster Days

Exceptional Transition

Year 11 Prefect Support





Inclusive Community

Specialist Support

Young Carers

Support at Penrice 

The student support provision at Penrice Academy is Outstanding. 

We have worked exceptionally hard to create a number of inclusion centres 
that support students academically, socially, physically and emotionally.

These centres include our Thrive Centre, Student & Family Centre, 
Learning Inclusion Centre, Learning Centre, a centre for Outdoor Learning 
and a teaching facility dedicated to intervention and support. We also have 
a brilliant Young Carer team.

The centres are run by a team of passionate professionals who are 
dedicated to making sure that all students attending Penrice have a happy 
and safe environment in which they can learn and flourish.

Student & Family Centre Team: Mrs Spurgeon, Mrs Farr, Mrs White, Miss Libby and Mr Potter





Enrichment Activities

Curriculum Enrichment

Penrice Academy offers a wide range of extracurricular opportunities including Guitar, Dance, Yoga, Sign Language 
and Poetry, delivered through Penrice Plus.

We utilise the amazing resources on offer in Cornwall and the rest of the UK. Trips to the Eden Project, Oxford 
University, The Cornish Pirates training ground, Truro Cathedral and Charlestown are just a snapshot of the 
experiences available to our students.   

Our Curriculum Enrichment Week, which takes place at the end of each academic year, ensures students can 
participate in Europe-wide cultural and sporting trips alongside an enormous variety of activities at home that appeal to 
a range of skills and hobbies. These include: football training with Plymouth Argyle, coastal walks, Design Technology 
projects, science weeks, Performing Arts workshops and much more.

Enrichment Activities

Explore Cornwall

Perform on Stage

Geography Field Trip to Perranporth





Digital Learning at Penrice

We use the latest innovative technologies to help prepare 
learners for life in the 21st Century. 

Engagement and productivity are excellent; students 
create professional presentations, movies, animations 
and music. Students discover and explore, read widely, 
and learn through video tutorials.  The iPads are another 
tool which we use alongside more traditional teaching and 
learning methods. We also have a robust mobile device 
management system in place, ensuring that students 
stay safe online.  

Our Student Media Team helps cover Academy events 
both inside and outside school with photography and 
video, and create interesting content for our website and 
social media channels. 

Cutting Edge Technology

Digital Learning 

Creative Education  





Sport at Penrice

Team PE offer a broad and balanced 
curriculum for all students, utilising state of 
the art facilities including an AstroTurf, 
numerous football and rugby pitches, hard 
court areas, our gymnasium and the Sports 
Hall. 

Outstanding teaching, and a diverse range of 
opportunities for Extra Curricular 
involvement, regularly produces County and 
National success for Penrice Academy in a 
wide range of sports. We have Sports Stars 
in everything from rugby, football and golf to 
taekwondo and surfing.

There is a major focus on fostering 
opportunities for developing sports leadership 
both within school and in the local 
community. Whether you want to participate 
in sport for fun, to improve health and fitness 
or to become an elite performer, Team PE will 
support you to become the best sportsperson 
you can be. 

Students at Penrice are awarded PE Colours 
each term to celebrate their commitment, 
achievement, professionalism and 
performance in extracurricular PE.

YEAR 7
Yellow

YEAR 8
Black (Half colours)

YEAR 10
Gold (Full colours)

YEAR 9
Silver



Sporting Success

Leadership Opportunities

Fantastic Facilities



Find your teaching space
Peninsula SCITT          School Centred Initial Teacher Training in Cornwall

   

W www.peninsulateachingschool.com 
E PeninsulaSCITT@penrice.org.uk  T 01726 874 332

1 year school based teacher training programme for graduates

Working towards QTS and PGCE 
Through face to face training from Peninsula SCITT and University tutors coupled with time in placement schools

Based within Cornish Schools
Placements available across Cornwall through a network of over 25 partner schools

Delivered by experienced, current teachers & senior leaders

Led from an Outstanding Academy
Based out of a Training Centre at Penrice Academy, St Austell

‘If you want to be based in a working school environment from day one, this is certainly the 
course for you. The Peninsula SCITT programme will enable you to bring your passion for teaching 
and working with children to life’

Results Day 2017
Penrice students achieve 
‘inspirational results’

• 74% achieved GCSE 
Grade 4 and above in 
English and Maths

• 73% achieved 5 A*-C 
GCSE including English 
and Maths

• Our students achieved an 
incredible 32 Grade 9s!

• 78% achieved A*-C in 
French and German


